Bureau of Old-Age
and Survivors
Insurance
are simplicity
and flexibility, since it lends itself readily to
yield smaller or larger samples, as the
need arises, by sorting on selected
digits in the serial number. Second,
the cost of selecting samples of different sizes is kept to a minimum
because statistical sampling is linked
to administrative
operations.
Third,
by selecting smaller samples from the
larger samples it is possible to control mechanical
or other errors by
comparing
sample totals with previously
tabulated
subuniverse
or
larger sample totals-an
important
factor both from the standpoint
of
accuracy and economy. Fourth, this
sample is most appropriate
for the
type of continuous work-history
tabulations made in the Bureau, since
it automatically
yields representation
of the changing universe by the addition each year of a sample of new
workers from the group receiving
new account numbers with the predetermined sample digits. Thus, all
persons who in 1950 obtained new
account numbers having the serial
2505 or 7505 will automatically
be
represented in the 0.02~percent sample. A fifth advantage of this type
of digital sample is that, because of
the automatic
identification
of the
persons involved, it affords a simple
method of coordinating informational
items for given workers in the sampie
with those of other agencies operating
on the account-number
system. It
is relatively
easy to supp!ement the
old-age and survivors insurance sample with information
from the Railroad Retirement
Board or the State
unemployment
insurance
agencies,
since they also use the g-digit account
number system. Finally, because of
the systematic methods of selection
and the automatic
stratification
by
area, the sample yields results highly
representative
of the universe from
which it is drawn.

Conclusions
The compilation of statistics under
the sampling program is not devoid
of problems despite the availability
of selected universe and subuniverse
data and a simple, reliable sampling
scheme. Two problems in particular
need further study. One is the need
for data to measure the bias introBulletin,
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duced in the employee siatistics F-hen
it is assumed that a sample of accounts to which wage credits have
been posted is representative
of individual workers.
Despite all efforts
to avoid issuing more than one number to an individual, it is known that
some persons have multiple account
numbers and thus may have wages
credited under more than one account. The inclusion of these multiple
accounts causes some overstatement
in the number of workers and some
understatement
in the amount of
average wage credits. A special study
is under way to measure the significance of the multiples.
The second problem is the need
to measure the extent to which the
variance
in the statistics
on employees, by industry, exceeds that for
random samples. Admittedly,
some
bias was introduced into the employee
sample in the early days of the program, when, to alleviate the heavy
initial
registration
load, clusters of
account numbers were given to employers for issuance to their employees. While this bias is probably
insignificant
for
broad
industry
groupings of the data, it is not known
how significant it is for more detailed
breakdowns.
This problem is also
being studied.
The probable main deve1opment.s
in the future sampling program may
be summarized as follows:
1. The digital sampling system for
and
beneficiaries
has
employees
proven itself the most feasible.
It
may be assumed, therefore, that it will
be extended to provide data on the
characteristics
of the new groups of
employees covered under old-age and
survivors insurance for the first time
by the 1950 Amendments to the Social
Security Act.
2. The procedure for maintaining
a sample of sufficient size for tabulating detailed data and using smalier
subsamples from the larger sample
for tabulating
selected data will be
continued
because of its flexibility
and economy.
3. Sampling of business establishments, up to now restricted to smallscale studies, will become a necessity
under the extended program, when
about 7-8 million businesses will be
required to report. Consequently,
it
will be necessary to develop a feasible

sampling system for use in compiling
statistics on employing organizations
and their characteristics.

Economic Status of Aged
Persons and of Dependent
Survivors
Estimates for December 1950 have
been made of the number of aged
persons, widows under age 65, and
paternal orphans under age 18, and
of the number with income from employment,
social insurance and related programs, and public assistance.
Such estimates are prepared semiannually by the Social Security Administration
to aid in program
planning and for other purposes.
The most significant
deveiopment
in the economic status of these groups
between June and December 1950 is
the sharp increase in the number of
old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries.
The Social Security
Act
Table l.-Estimated
number
sons aged 65 years and over,
ing income from specified
December 19.50

of perreceivsource,

[In millions]
Sourceof income

Sumber of persons
____--_
Total Men i Women
~__I
I

Total population aged 65
andover _.__... --12.3 5.7
______Employment---..-- . . . . . . . . . 3.7 2.3
3.3
Earners- -. .__. -.. __... 2.8
..X%-es of earners- -.
.Y .._-..

6.6
1.4
.R

.Y

Social insurance and related

programs:

Old-ageand survivors insurance...... _..... _.... ~_~
Railroad retirement ...~~~~~
Federal civil-service retirenlerlt ..~ .-..........._.
Veterans’ program
~.
Other3..-...-.-.-....--..-.
Old-age assistance__..... ____1

2.6
.3
::
.4
2.81

1:; I
.l

.11

.l

(2)

::

:i

I.31

1.5

1Total population is preliminary estimate for
Spril1950 basedon a sample of censusreturns and ie
subiect to chance. Includes I)ersonswith no income
and with inc&e from sources other than those
specified. Somepersonsreceived income from more
than one of the sourceslisted.
2 Less than 50,cKO.
3 Beneficiaries of Federal retirement programs
other than civil service, and of State snd local gor.
emment retirement programs, and the wives of male
beneficiaries of programs other than old-age and survirors insurance.
Sources: Total population and earners from Bureau of the Census. Number of personsin receipt of
payments under social insurance and related programs and from old-age assistance, reported by
administrative agencies,partly estimated. Number
of wives of esmers’and number of wives of male
beneficiaries of moarams other than old-we and SW.
vivors insuran& &mated from Con&~ data on
marital status.
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2.-Estimated
number of children under age 18 with father dead,
and of widows under age 65, receiving income from specified source,
December 1950

and of aid to dependent
children
decreased in number. As a result the
number of aged men receiving oldage and survivors insurance surpassed
the number of men on the old-age
[In millions]
assistance rolls for the first time.
The liberalization
was of more imWidow-sunder
*ge65*
mediate
advantage
to
aged men than
Survivor
aged women; in December 1950, aged
children
With 1
Source of income
under
or more women recipients of old-age assistance
age 181 Total children
still outnumbered the women receivunder
age 18
ing old-age and survivors insurance
by 1.3 to 1. In the aggregate there
Total in population a._.
were about 107 recipients of old-age
Employment ______________
assistance at the end of 1950 for
every 100 aged persons on the oldSocial insurance and related
programs:
age and survivors insurance rolls. In
Old-age and survivors
.7
.2
.2
insurance.. - - _________.
June 1950 the ratio had been 133 to
1
Veterans'program-----..
.3
4
100.
Other’-- ___..._______..
.l
(l
c5)’
Another trend worth noting is the
Aidtodependentchiidren-./
.4 / .l /
.I
continuing
decline in the relative
1 Includes children not living with widowed
number of aged persons with income
mother.
from employment.
In 1944, when
2 Excludes widows who have remarried.
3 Includes persons with no income nnd with inmore aged persons were in
come from sourcesother than those specified. Some relatively
persons received income from more then one of the
the labor force than at any other
sourceslisted.
time since 1940, approximately
40 per4 Hailroad and Federal civil service retirement.
6 Less than Kr),OOO.
cent 01 the population
aged 65 and
Sources:Number of widows in population and emover was in receipt of earnings either
ployed persons among widows and survivor children
under age 18, estimated from Census Bureau data.
as an earner or the wife of an earner.
Number of survivor children under nge 18 based on
October 1949estimate prepared by Division of the
By the end of 1950 this proportion
Actuary, Social Security Administration. Number
had dropped to 30 percent. The deof persons in receipt of payments under social insur;;~~;;z related progrrms and @m[aid to dependent crease was a reflection of the failure of
reported by admmistrative agencies,
partly e&nated.
employment
opportunities
to keep
pace with the gain in the size of the
aged population rather than a drop
Amendments
of 1950 liberalized
eliin the absolute
number
of aged
gibility conditions and accounted for
workers, which held close to wartime
most of this increase. At the same
levels.
time, recipients of old-age assistance
Table
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